
For an integrated approach to emergency planning and 

crisis management



1. What is Paragon?  

Definition

Paragon is a program, EU-funded, seeded within the Belgian National Crisis Centre that will serve as the support platform to enable the Crisis

Centre, its stakeholders and its peers to manage emergency planning and organize crisis management in the broadest interpretation.

It will enable us, by using map layers and numerous data sources, to see what we can not see (Digital Twin Visualisation); to know what we need

to know (Communication and Flow); to use the correct data and resources (single sources of truth) and to increase our efficiency and

preparedness (Automation governed by human factor). Using these concepts and adding Big Data, prediction modelling and Artificial

Intelligence to it will enable us to improve the positive outcome of events in the future.

Paragon is a perpetual program based on adopted, open standards and is secure, scalable and multilingual. It is developed within the Crisis Centre

thus it is free of commercial interests and could be made widely available to tier organizations, both nationally and internationally.

Key concepts

Combine map layers and data sources to provide digital twin visualisation

Case based with interaction between impact areas and objects

Integrate Microsoft365-technology with GIS-technology

Multi-user, multilingual, secure, scalable, open standards

Open source, in house development within the NCCN/ICT-department with all its relevant specialist profiles

Source code owned by NCCN



2. Case overview



2. Case fire firing range



4. Interoperability Paragon cross-border/international

Cross border Paragon = whether a crisis is regional, national, cross-border or has a real international impact, the 

Paragon concepts and features can handle it.

Focal points

● Legal/Institutional

● National standards (e.g. icons, metadata, policies, procedures...)

● MOU/Protocol of cooperation

● Technical interoperability/interfacing

Technical 

● Paragon is not limited by borders and is map-, data source- and widget-based

● Chosen Paragon technology and concepts guarantee flexibility to implement interoperability focal points

○ High degree of parametrisation allows legal, organizational and operational standards to be implemented without “cross-border limitations”

○ Map layers of any kind from any sources of any location

○ Data sources of any related kind from any (international) source (TBA in 2022)

● Paragon is multi-lingual (NL, FR, DE, EN, …) and uses modern authorisation and authentication technology (M365)
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